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Introduction 

The importance of the stock interest in Kansas justifies a thorough 

and careful study of the pasture grasses, and if possible to improve them 

or at least to protect what we have. It is a fact that the tame and culti- 

vated grasses have an important place, vet in my estimation they will 

never replace the natural grasses, especially for resistance, and abund- 

ance o feed and on the rocky side hill or dry upland. 

My observations extended over the three pasturing seasons of 1903, 

1904 and 1905, each year over the same group of pastures. These oroups con- 

tained several thousand acres in each, taking in as many varieties of 

mture as possible, and in this respect it would be hard to excel in any 

other part of the state. 

The largest group of pastures were the C.P.Dewey range south o!! 

Manhattan in Riley and Geary counties,though not as large there were many 

others in that section. The group I designated as group Q. The next group 

I worked with was north-east of Manhattan in Pottawatornie county, group B 

This contained a large variety of pastures, especially the sand. The next 

and last, group A, was north-west of Manhattan in Riley county, this was 

Practically the same as the south-east, group Q. I found that in many in- 

stances that the three groups especially the individual pastures in each 

1rouo, that what was true or one was true of all. 
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Grasses 

The grasses belong to the family Gramineae, . The area devoted to pas- 

ture, hay and forage croos in the United States is greater than that de- 

voted to any other single crop, the product is much greater, but this 

includes some of the lagumes which are used for pasture hay or forage. 

There are about thirty five hundred known specie of true d,rasses di- 

vided into about three hundred genera. In the United States there are 

known to be about thirteen hundred and eighty speice divided among one - 

hundred sixty five genera. 

The number of the bast known and most valuable grasses for the differ- 

ent purposes, is as followes :thirty eight hay grasses, thirty five pas - 

ture grasses, fourteen lawn grasses, twenty four grasses for wet lands, 

twenty grasses for embankments, ninteen grasses for holding shifting sands, 

in many casses the grasses may occur in two or more different classes. 

There are about twenty five species of grasses native to this section, 

but the majority of these are nonimportant only as they fill in where the 

other grass is done. The following is a short description of the most 

abundant. 

Little Blue Stem , Andropogon scopariu8. Phis is probably- the most 

abundant and important grass in all three gronos. it grows to the height of 

iron two to four feet, under favorable conditions, it 301118S under the head 

of tall grasses, and when coming from the seed, the first year is even 

longer. It grows auite bunchy, but when thick enough it forms a good sod. 

The next in importance is the Bid Blue Stem, Andropogon furcatus. It 

is about the equal of A. Scoparius and resembles it much also makes good 

hay. T.found this abundantly, especially in the bottoms and on the side 

hills. This like the previous Brass forms a compact sod, it is much taller, 
and coarser but makes good feed 



The third or importance is Bouteloua ourtipendula or Side Oat Grass, 

also Bouteloua oligostachya or Tall Grama is found with it, though not very 

plentiful only in small patches, -These are both fine pasture grasses being 

better able to stand the highdry land, then the Blue Stems. They also cure 

well for winter pasture. About equal to these is the drop -seed grass, 

Sporobolus Asper. This is much like the Side Oat grass, making good pasture 

hay. These grasses were plentiful in all three groups, 

Buffalo Grass, Bcuchloe dactyloides; was not found to any extent only 

in some of the pastures of group A. It is strictly an upland grass here,aNi 

propagates by seed and runners, never gets high enough to mow for hay, the 

height being only a few inches.. It makes fine pasture, curing well on the 

1round thus making good winter pasture while the snow is off. 

But perhaps before this Some would put Kentucky Blue Grass, Poa pra- 

tels. But I did not find the blue grass very extensively kept for pasture, 

perhaps for the reason that its place is in the bottom pastures and they 

are broken up. The most I found was in the ravines or timber' Datture. It 

is one of the earliest grasses thus making the first pasture, and does well 

until dry weather sets in, then it dries down until the Call rains begin, 

reviving it and is usually kept green till frozen in the fall. It will grow 

about sixteen inches high under favorable conditions here, and is one of 

the best for the shade . When tall enough for hay it is only fair for that 

purpose. 

There are several others of importance, though hardly to be Compared 

with the ones named and for their use. Some of these are the Panicums, 

Wild timothy,Voblenbergia; Wild ryejlemus, Johnson grass,Andpopogon; 

Halepense, Slough grass,Spartina cynosukodes; and Gama grass, Pripsacern 

Dactyloides, and some others, more found only in small pastucs. kanv of the 



small weedy corner jots might at little expense be out in some o these 
grasses thus improvin1 the looks if not the value of the field 
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Kinds and Number of Stock 

In basturiO, stock there is some disoue as to which is the least in- 

jurious to the pasture,- but it has been proven that it is of little im- 

portance if the pasture is rightly cared for. Though almost universally 

cattle are preferred to horses, _oats or sheep. The last two for the reams 

son that cattle will not eat after them at least for some time, and horses 

are able to eat the Irass more closely than cattle, and if the pasture is 

1aavily stocker, a dry spell is liable to kill the crass. In some cases if 

hor;-sees 

the pasture is not overstocked eat the tenderest 1rass first, this 

beiro the freshly grown. They will continue to pasture on this, leaving 

the older lrass. In this way places arc kept short and a dry spell may no- 

ticeably injure the sod. 

Compared with the cattle and horses there were very few sheep and oats 

but there were several food sized droves of horses. 

The usual 'price for pasture was seventy rive cents per month for cattle 

and one dollar per month for horses. 

The number of stock on a pasture varied quite noticeably as two pasture 

equal in ability to support stock, one contained 70 head of cattle per 160 

acres while the others contained 45 head, but the first was over -pastured 

or over -stocked. It will take a year or more of very lilht pasturit0 to re- 

store the qrass. 

The number of stock per half section is as follows 

Cattle 

100 Two year old 

1K 16 months or under 

80 to 90 Old. Cows de O. die le 0. A e 0, .4 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 4 ea 
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Conditions of Pastures. 

It seems that the sight or a piece of unbroken prairie is something 

that must not be permitted to exist, as such, It is surorisind to find 

how few natural prairie meadows are Vat unbroken, that is on land capable 

of being cultivated. The usual rule is to over --pasture it, then claim that 

it is of no use as pasture any more, so its existence is soon ended as 

such. 

The pastures considered were in all conditions from perfect to that 

of having no grass at all, of course, the natural result showed itself 

in ; that the amount or abundance of the weeds varied inversely with the 

amount of grass present. 

The chief or most presiatant error, was that of over -pasturing, for 

it seemed that ill many cases the owner could not bear to sea a little 

grass left in the pasture in the fall. The fact is the better the stand 

of grass left in the fall, that is to a limited extent, the better and 

the sooner will the grass start in the spriV. It will stand the cold dry 

winter better. The weeds were less abundant in the pasture that went into 

the previous winter with a good coating of grass. There are several rea- 

sons for this, Principally through the fact that the weed seeds in many 

cases are short lived and may be held in the grass past their time of 

germination or they may germinte and be smothered out. Many seeds may 

destroyed by burning the old Grass . This should not be done in most oas- 

tures oftener than once in two years, and when burnt it should be done in 

the spring just before the grass starts. In this way the ground is left 

°ace only a short time, and the danger of winter killing or drying out, 

or if in loose soil the danger of blowing out is eliminated. If the grass 

is allowed to accumulate in a large quantity, burning may kill the sod , 



but burning as mentioned will prevent this. The crass if left on during 

the winter will retain much or the snow thus keepirg the ground more 

moist. 

The cheapest and most effective method of riding the pasture of weeds 

is to cut them while in blossom if possible. If they cannot be reached 

with the mowing machine, the scythe it properly handled will answer. 

The pastures may be divided as to the followinO, characteristics 

Wooded region 

Slough and Swales 

Bottom land 

Stony hills 

Upland 

Sandy regions. 

All of these characteristics were present in each group, except the 

sandy reclion. This was round in group a, Pottawatomie County . 
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A g'ew of the Princioal Pasture Weeds 

Scarcely any of the weeds here are difficult to get rid of_ie treated 

as advised or if the stock is lessened for a year or two the grass will 

regain its strength and run the weeds out. The latter is the better, 

cheapest and the most all around satisfactory way of bringing.a pasture 

back to its sod. 

probiblv the weed that comas the nearest to maintaininl its -self 9:,t, 

dainst the grass is the pasture thistle, Onicus undulatus, and Onicus 

Altissimus, but there are rarely ever thick enough to interfere much with 

the grazing. The next of most notice is the -perennial and annual rag weeds 

Ambrosia,Attenisaceolia and A. Psiloltenchya, these are probably the most 

numerous and most difficult weeds to combat. They are especially bad wher- 

milk cows are pastured for the cows will occasionaly eat them and the re- 

sult is a bad taste is given tci, the milk. 

One of the most numerous is the golden rod, SalidVe Ridiga , This 

weed seeds abundantly and becomes numerous in a short time. Several of 

the most numerous are Verbena Stricta , Vernonia Baldwinii Iron weed, 

( Anthemis Cotola , dog fennel ) Euphorbia Marginata or snow on the moun- 

tain. This weed 'was not numerous in any of the pastures but is poisonous 

and should be avoided. There are many others of minor importance. The 

same method will answer in gettind rid of these as the first ones. 


